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Class - I
Subject - English Grammar
Topic - Noun

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WN_Z0syQSB4
click above for more information - Youtube Video Link

Underline the noun from each sentence. Identify whether it is a person, place, animal
or thing.
1. The park is open on Sunday.
2. She was going to catch a butterfly.
3. I could not see any cupboard.
4. Sandwich is my favourite snack.
5. I am going to visit a doctor.
6. I went to Hyderabad last weekend.
7. My dad cooks really well.
8. Riya lost her bag.
9. I love going to school.
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CLASS- I
SUBJECT- MATHS
TOPIC- NUMBERS UPTO 10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kodCAgwqRhg
1.

Write the number name from 1 – 10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2.

Write 10 – 1 as backward counting:

3

Match the following:

O ne

6

Th ree
Fiv e
Sev en
Tw o
Four

10

S ix

7

Ten

9

Eight
Nin e

2

4
5
1
8

3
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CLASS- I
SUBJECT- EVS
TOPIC- ABOUT MYSELF
1. Answer the following questions:
Q1)
What is your Name?
Ans:
Q2)

How old are you?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TxT8hCf57Y

Ans:
Q3)

Are you a boy or a girl?

Ans:
Q4)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUt8q0EKbms

Where do you stay?

Ans:
Q5)

What is your favorite food?

Ans:
3.

How many of these do you have ?
i.

Hand

ii.

Eyes

iii.

Nose

iv.

Ears

v.

Legs

vi.

Finger

vii.

Feet

viii.

Head

ix.

Mouth
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CLASS- I
SUBJECT- HINDI
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GRADE – 1
TOPIC: computer a machine

COMPUTER A MACHINE
What is a computer?

Computer is a smart machine. It is also man made machine. It
runs on electricity and makes our work easy. It has different parts
that work together to make a computer work.
A computer allow us to do different tasks. We can play games
, solve sums , make drawings, write stories , listen to music
,and watch cartoons on a computer.

NATURAL THINGS
What is a natural thing?
Natural things are those which nature gives us example: tree , flower ,
animals etc.

MAN MADE THINGS
The things which are made by man are called man made
things. Example : mixer, car, table, rickshaw etc.
There are some machines that work on electricity like washing
machine, mixer, refrigerator.
Some machines runs on fuel for example: aeroplane,car ,bus etc.
Some machines work with human power like rickshaw, sewing
machine boat etc.
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What are machines?
Machines are manmade things. They help us to do different
types of work.
All machines have some things in common.
Machines works fast
Machines save our time

Machines make our work easy.
Machines cannot work on their own.

CLASS- I
SUBJECT- ICT
TOPIC- COMPUTER A MACHINE
PROJECT WORK




Write down the name of man-made things and natural things on A-4 sheet.
Learn and write the name of 5 places where computer is being used.
Learn and write various uses of computer in daily life.
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